Describe Corner Monument Found

Original Post is gone.

Describe Bearing Trees or Other Official Accessories Found

Found 2 1/2" Alder, N 85° E, 25' 3" with orig. bark
scribe 4 SBT.

Found 10" Dead Alder Stump, N 20° W, 13' 6" with or
scribe 4 SBT.

Describe Corner Location Relative to Nearby Features, Also How to Reach Corner

This corner is located in a planned timber sale. Future logging will destroy the two original Alders, therefore I mark 2 new Fir Bt's.

Corner Record (Perpetuation)

Describe New Monument Set, or Work Done to Preserve Existing Monument

Set 4" pipe 12" above ground. Marked a 4" x 4" Fir Limb post 4 on
rees. This post sets alongside the pipe and is 24" above ground.

Accessories: Describe New Bt's, Witness Objects, etc., Established, or Work Done to Preserve Existing Evidence

Mark 2 new Bt's:

3 1/2" Fir, S 37° E, 30' 6". Marked 4 S 110° SBT.

3 1/2" Fir, N 89° W, 43' 6". Marked 4 S 10° SBT.

Leonard Whitmire, Tilla, Co. Dep. Surveyor

Max Carner, Witness
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Remarks

corner monument N E witness found. All corners found.

Wallowa County Surveyor